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The experimental particle samples included (Mn0.iFeo.9)O，Fe2O3 and FeO，(Gdo.iFe0.9)2O3 with Mn2+ and Gd자 sub
stitutions in inverse spinel Fe3O4. A lecithin surfactant was adsorbed onto the magnetic particles by ultrasonication. 
The samples prepared showed excellent dispersibility at the mean size of 13 nm; their saturation magnetization 
values were 63 emu/g for the bare and Mn-substituted magnetites, and 56 emu/g for the Gd-substituted magnetite. 
The crystal structure of the substituted magnetites was very similar to that of the bare magnetite, due to a small 
amount of 0.1 mole fraction substituted in synthesizing the magnetite. The magnetite fluids, according to 
T2-weighted MR images, effectively diminished the signal intensity in the liver and spleen of Sprague-Dawley rats.
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Introduction

Magnetic oxide nanoparticles of the inverse spinel structure 
have attracted much attention owing to their interesting mag
netic property and potential applications.1,2 Although these 
nanoparticles have been studied often for the purposes of 
tumor diagnosis and treatment, there have been only a few 
studies on their utility as a magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) 
agent.3,4 Such magnetic nanoparticles are fluidized with out- 
layered hydrophilic surfactants, and the resulting colloidal 
solution can be targeted within the body by means of the 
ligand markers on the nanoparticles3 or be localized at a speci
fic site under a magnetic or electromagnetic field.5 The proper
ties of those nanoparticles are mostly characteristic of super- 
paramagnetism,6 and are only slightly toxic to, but biocom
patible with, a living body. Since in many cases of noninvasive 
MRI the imaging results are too vague to provide detailed 
diagnostic information, functionally versatile nanoparticles 
are now emerging as a promising candidate for a performance 
imaging agent. It is well-known that iron oxide magnetic 
nanoparticles enhance the MR signal when used as imaging 
agents for diagnosis. However, their signal sensitivity is still 
much lower compared with that obtained by fluorescence and 
positron emission tomography (PET).

In this work, magnetites were used as a source of iron oxide 
for a nanoparticle-based MR imaging agent. The chemical 
formulas of (Mno.iFe0.9)O・Fe2O3 for Mn2+ and FeO・(Gdo.i 

Fe0.9)2O3 for Gd3+ were conducted by an experimental com
position of the magnetite which was substituted with Mn or 
Gd element. The metal ions of Mn and Gd have shown an 
excellent MR imaging effect except for their toxicity. In 
general, such materials become nontoxic by producing to a 
stable ion compound. The Ti and T2 values of MR for exact 
relaxivity were analyzed in detail with diluted concentrations 
of each imaging agent. Their imaging effects were also 
examined in in vivo test.

aPresent address: Research Center for Advanced Magnetic Materials, 
Chungnam National University, Daejeon 305-764, Korea.

Experimental Details

Magnetic fluid preparation. Stoichiometric amounts of 
FeCE4H2O 1.72 g and FeChWO 4.68 g for Fe2+/Fe3+= 0.5, 
FeCl2・4H2。1.55 g, MnCk 0.11 g and FeCLWH?。4.68 g for 
(Mn2++Fe2+)/ Fe3+= 0.5 and FeCh・4H2。1.72 g, GdClj6H2O 
0.64 g and FeClj6H2。4.21 g for Fe2+/(Gd3++Fe3+) = 0.5 were 
dissolved in distilled water to synthesize nanoparticles of 
control sample FesO4, (Mn0.1Fe0.9)O・Fe2O3 and FeO*(Gd0.1 

Fe0.9)2O3, respectively. The mixed solution was heated to 80 
oC under an Ar atmosphere. The pH value of the solution was 
adjusted to 10 by means of the rapid addition of ammonia 
water using a sonosmasher at 20 kHz and 140 W for 1 hr and 
then the precipitated black powder was washed until attaining 
a pH value of 8.7 80 mL of phosphate-buffered saline (PBS) 
was added to the washed precipitates, to which 2 mL of 20% 
(w/v) lecithin was added at 80 oC during ultrasonication of 1.5 
hr. By cooling the fluid to room temperature, a stabilized 
colloid at the concentration of 33 mg/mL was obtained. This 
process is shown in brief in Figure 1. Mn2+ and Gd3+ were 
substituted for the corresponding Fe ions, with only a 0.1 mole 
fraction in the magnetite compound which was satisfactory 
within the soluble limit. The particle size and the lattice 
parameter were observed by transmission electron microscopy 
(TEM) and X-ray diffraction (XRD), respectively, and the 
saturation magnetization was measured within a field range of 
士 10 kOe using a vibrating sample magnetometer.

In vitro and in vivo MR imaging. The Mn- and Gd-sub- 
stituted magnetite contrast fluids, including the control sample 
of FesO4, were diluted in test tubes for different concentrations. 
MR imaging of phantoms was performed with a standard 
wrist coil using a 1.5T MR imager (Excite HD; GE Medical 
Systems, Milwaukee, WI) to obtain T2-axial images. The 
sequence parameters were repetition time = 5,000 ms, effective 
echo time = 90 ms, view field = 120x120 mm, flip angle = 90o, 
matrix = 256x160, slice thickness = 2.0 mm, slice separation = 
0 mm, and excitation number = 3.0.

The T2 values were measured using conventional spin-echo
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(Mn2++Fe2+)/Fe3+ or Fe2+/lGd3++Fe3+J= 8.65mmoi/l7.3rnmoi 
and H20 80mL Heating to 80°c under Ar atmosohere

비trasonication for 1h with ammonia water 12mL

Figure 1. Sonochemical process for preparation of Mn- and Gd-sub- 
stituted magnetite fluids.

(TR/TE = 2000 ms/10, 15, 20, 25, 30, 40, 50, 60 and 70 ms) 
and gradient-echo sequences (TR/TE = 1000 ms/4, 11, 18, 25, 
32, and 39 ms) with one echo for each sequence while varying 
the TE, and were calculated by fitting the signal intensities 
diminished with increasing TEs into a mono-exponential 
function. The T1 values were measured using inversion-reco
very fast spin-echo sequences (TR/TE/TI = 2200/18/50, 100, 
200, 500, 800, 1200 and 2100 ms) while varying the TI and 
keeping the TR and TE constants. Since the image intensities 
of various TIs were proportional to I [1-(1-k)exp(-TI/ 
T1)]Mo I, the T1 was determined using a least squares fit of 
the image intensities in this equation.8

The T2-weighted coronal images, using a Fast Imaging 
Employing Steady-State Acquisition (FIESTA) pulse sequence 
(TR/TE 10.1/3.9, slice thickness = 2 mm, slice gap = 2 mm, 
matrix = 256x190, excitation number = 2) were obtained by 
applying each contrast magnetite fluid to Sprague-Dawley 
rats weighing 300 g to 400 g. The contrast fluids were injected 
into the tail vein at the dose of 33 mgFe/kg.

A quantitative analysis was performed by means of a signal 
intensity measurement, in both test tubes and the liver and 
spleen of rats. For the purposes of an in vitro test, the signal 
intensity was measured in the center of the test tubes con
taining different doses of the contrast magnetite fluids, using 
a defined region of interest (ROI) on the T1- and T2-weighted 
images. The ROI size was as small as 0.22 mm2. Also, an in 
vivo test was performed on a liver parenchyma. The signal 
intensity of the lesion in the hepatic parenchyma was 
measured using the defined ROI for the T1- and T2 -weighted 
images whose size was 4.43 mm2.

Results and Discussion

Pantile piopeities. A natural surfactant, lecithin is a phos
pholipid, in which the ionic part of the phosphorus and 
nitrogen atoms is hydrophilic and the non-ionic part of the 
alkyl groups is hydrophobic. Since lecithin has an excellent 
chemical affinity, the fluid of hydrophilic particles can be

Figure 2. TEM image of typical magnetite particles fluidized by 
adsorption of lecithin 20% (w/v). The small insert image on the 
lower right indicates the selected area’s electron diffraction pattern.
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Figure 3. Magnetization curves of lecithin-adsorbed nanoparticles 
for bare magnetite Fe3O4, Mn-substituted magnetite (Mn0.iFeo.9)O, 
Fe?O3 and Gd-substituted magnetite FeO,(Gd0.iFe0.9)2O3.

prepared by a simple one-step adsorption process. The magne
tite nanoparticles could be 87% homogeneously dispersed by 
adding 20% (w/v) lecithin.9

Figure 2 shows that the magnetic particles are spherical 
with a mean size of 13.0 nm and possessing high crystallinity. 
The 1hr ultrasonic irradiation at 20 kHz used in the process of 
synthesis usually results in small particle sizes within a narrow 
size distribution.4 As shown in Figure 3, saturation magneti
zation values of the bare magnetite Fe3O4, Mn-substituted 
magnetite (Mno.iFe0.9)O<Fe2O3 and Gd-substituted magnetite 
FeO・(Gd0.iFe0.9)2O3 were 62.7 emu/g, 62.6 emu/g and 55.8 
emu/g, respectively, at the 20% (w/v) concentration of lecithin 
surfactant. The saturation magnetization for the bare magne
tite and the Mn-substituted magnetite was practically the 
same due to a large magnetic moment of the ions (Mn2+: 5, 
Fe2+: 4), whereas the magnetization values of the Gd-sub- 
stituted magnetite were slightly decreased by a lower amount 
of the bare magnetite due to the added paramagnetic Gd3+ 
component. The prepared nanoparticles also were superpara- 
magnetic, with no remnant magnetization. In general, oxide 
magnetic particles behave superparamagnetically at sizes 
above 5 nm and tend to appear paramagnetic at 19 nm,10 and
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Figure 4. X-ray diffraction patterns for nanoparticles of Mn-subs
tituted magnetite (Mn0.1Fe0.9)O*Fe2O3 and bare magnetite Fe3,4.
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Figure 6. T2-weighted MR images of phantoms at various con
centrations with different contrast magnetite fluids. The MR signal 
intensity begins to be differential at 8.3 mmol/mL. The Mn-subs- 
tituted magnetite shows the darkest signal intensity among the three 
kinds of magnetites in the T2-weighted images, whereas the Gd- 
substituted magnetite exhibits stronger signal intensity than does the 
control bare magnetite.
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Figure 5. Comparison of peak positions in high-resolution powder 
diffraction patterns for nanoparticles of Gd-substituted magnetite 
FeO・(Gd0.1Fe0.9)2O3 and bare magnetite Fe3O4.

Ta비e 1. T1, T2 and T2* values measured in phantoms for 8.3 mmol/ 
mL contrast magnetite fluids

fluid classification T1 T2 T2* (msec)

control Fe3O4 1316.5 土 12 94.6 土 5 89 土 2
FeO・(Gd0.1Fe°.9)2O3 1602.0 土 20 113.5 土 4 109 土 2
(Mn0.1Fe0.9)O・Fe2O3 990.3 土 32 79.4 土 7 80 土 2

the magnetization values decrease with increasing lecithin 
concentrations because the organic lecithin layer reduces the 
total magnetic moment of nanoparticles per unit weight.9 
Figure 4 shows XRD patterns of the prepared fluid particles. 
The analysis results revealed that lattice parameter, 0.8378 nm 
for the Mn-substituted magnetite was much the same as that 
(0.8373 nm) of the bare magnetite in the Fe3O4 phase. This 
similarity in crystal structure could be caused by a very small 
amount of substitution added with 0.1 mole fraction. Two- 
valence cation of Mn is almost perfectly substituent in the 
magnetite crystal, owing to the similar ionic radius (Fe2+: 
0.074 nm, Mn2+: 0.080 nm) as well as the same cubic type of 
element structure. Also, magnetites have been substituted by 
Co, Ni, Cu and Ca elements with the same valence to inves
tigate saturation magnetization, metal composition and lattice 
parameter.7,11 However, in the case of the substitution of 
three-valence cation, the difference between the ionic radii of 
Fe (0.064 nm) and Gd (0.102 nm) is significant. Moreover, the 
Fe structure is different from that of Gd element with a hexa

gonal type. Figure 5 shows high-resolution powder diffraction 
patterns taken at Pohang Light Source 8C2 Beam Line for the 
nanoparticles of the bare magnetite and the Gd-substituted 
magnetite. The peaks of the Gd-substituted magnetite were 
slightly shifted to a low angle from the bare magnetite’s peak 
position. In general, such an angle shift is caused by increase 
of the lattice parameter with the substitution of larger ion. 
However, in order to obtain exact substitution efficiency for 
these elements, a supplementary analysis needs to be carried 
out with a continuous increase of substituted elements using 
Raman spectroscope or electron probe micro analyzer.

MRI chaiacteiization. In Figure 6, the phantoms are arrang
ed in the T2-weighted MR images according to the different 
fluid concentrations. The contrast magnetite fluids revealed a 
difference in signal intensity in T2WI at the diluted concen- 

. ~ - , 一 _ - - 一 _____ _______ ____ __ _____*tration of 8.3 mmol/mL. Table 1 lists the T1, T2, and T2 
values measured in the phantoms for each 8.3 mmol/mL 
contrast magnetite fluid. The Mn-substituted magnetite exhi
bited the strongest susceptibility effect, whereas the Gd-sub-
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Pre-contrast

FeO(Gd01Fe09)2O3 ,, 촉 (Mno.1Fe0.9)OFe203

Control Fe3O4

Figure 7. T2-weighted coronal MR images by different contrast 
magnetite fluids in liver of a rat. The Hepatic parenchymal signal 
intensity, in the pre-contrast T2-weighted image, is diminished with 
injection of all of the magnetite fluids. Note the effect of the 
Gd-substituted magnetite, showing the characteristics of both T1 
(portal vein enhancement, white arrow) and T2 (dark signal intensity 
of hepatic parenchyma, symbol *) contrast agents.

Conclusions

Lecithin-adsorbed MxFe3-xO4 (M: Mn and Gd) fluids were 
prepared from substituted magnetite nanoparticles by the 
sonochemical method. The shape of the prepared fluid par
ticles was spherical, the mean particle size was 13.0 nm, and 
their saturation magnetizations were 63 emu/g for the bare 
magnetite Fe3O4 and the Mn-substituted magnetite (Mn°1Fe0.9) 
O<Fe2O3, and 56 emu/g for the Gd-substituted magnetite FeO- 
(Gd。」Fe0.9)2O3. The crystal structure of the Mn-substituted or 
Gdsubstituted magnetite was much the same as that of the 
bare magnetite, probably owing to a very small amount of 0.1 
mole fraction having been substituted. These magnetite fluids 
showed the characteristics of T2 MR contrast agents, having 
diminished the signal intensity of the liver and spleen when 
tested in Sprague-Dawley rats. Therefore, the substituted 
magnetite fluids potentially can be used in medical diagnostic 
procedures.
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stituted magnetite increased the signal intensity rather than 
the bare magnetite. In all of the cases, a mono-exponential 
diminishment of the signal intensity allowed for a very un
ambiguous determination of the T2 and T2 values.

Figure 7 shows that although there were few differences of 
the hepatic parenchymal signal intensity among the injected 
contrast fluids in the T2-weighted images, the signal intensity 
was clearly diminished with the application of the three kinds 
of magnetite fluids. Thereby do the contrast magnetite fluids 
allow for the T2 contrast effect in the liver and spleen. The 
Gd-substituted magnetite also produced a T1 contrast effect, 
through the paramagnetic property of gadolinium, in addition 
to the T2 effect. This kind of contrast agent can be expected to 
be useful for the purpose of better visualizing hepatocellular 
carcinoma or other pathologic entities by means of the enhance
ment of lesions in Tl-weighted images and suppression of the 
background liver signal intensity in T2-weighted images.
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